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PREFACE
The Islamic advance in world politics is by now a well-known
phenomenon. There is a growing awareness in the West that Islam
is "not merely a religion"

(in a Western attenuated sense). In

particular, the dramatic events in Iran during the last few years
have contributed to increasing interest in and knowledge of Islam
among various scholars, journalists and others. In Africa, Islam's
political advance has been less dramatic, less far-reaching, but
there are signs of it all over this continent as well.
The aim of this essay is to describe and discuss some aspects of
the political significance of Islam in contemporary Africa. Since
I have aimed at a wide circle of readers rather than at a few
scholars with a mor e specialized knowledge of Islam, I have chosen
to leave out the diacritical marks of Islamic terms used. These
terms are also explained briefly within parenthesis the first time
they occur in the text. There are, of necessity, some simplifications, and when generalizations are made, it is not always possible
to describe all exceptions. For those who would like to study certain aspects or countries in a more comprehensive way, the extensive list of references may serve as a guidance.
For financial assistance enabling me to complete this report I am
indebted to "Nordiska Samarbetskommitten för Internationell Politik,
inklusive konflikt- och fredsforskning". C.J. Steed (London),
V. Cornell, M.W. McLeod, A. Marsot (Los Angeles), J. Hjärpe (Lund),
J. Copans, G. Nicolas (Paris), H. Hunke (Rome) , I. Elander, C. Hedin,
M. Hudäk (Stockholm), J. Bergman, M. Ståhl, Z. ~ervenka (Uppsala)
and L. Rasmussen (Ärhus) have all assisted me in one way or the
other. I therefore express my gratitude. All the shortcomings that
remain are, of course, my own responsibility.
Stockholm in November 1981
David Westerlund
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I. INTRODUCTION
In this introductory chapter I will explain my use of the
terms "socialism" and "Islam". Then follows an account of the
approach and limitations of the study. Finally, there is a
brief historical description of Islam in Africa, supplemented
with a map illustrating its distribution on this continent.
Main Concepts
In post-colonial times most African countries with a majority
of Muslims have had (longer or shorter) periods of socialism.
It has not, however, been a socialism based on, but rather one
opposed to, Marxism or Marxism-Leninism. This socialism has
been designated "Islamic"

(or "Arab") in North Africa and

"African" in black Africa. These two non-Marxist varieties of
socialism are not identical. They are remarkably similar, however, and in this study I am more concerned with the similarities, and a discussion of their possible affinity to Islam,
than with the differences.
Islamic and African socialism refutes the Marxist idea of
class struggle and urges all social group s to cooperate harmoniously in the interest of economic development and nationbuilding. The economy is "mixed" and not socialist in a Marxist sense. Partiai nationalization, central planning and oneparty rule are characteristic features. Equality is a proclaimed
goal, but it is to be achieved by way of sharing out rather
than abolishing private property. Social reforms, such as the
creation of secular schools and new legislation aiming at new
roles of women, manifest a secularizinqtendency, although
socialism is not anti-religious but

rather, at least in part,

based on (a modernist interpretation of) religion.
Uniess another meaning is specified, the term "socialism" will
henceforth refer to this type of socialism. Chapter II of the
study is concerned with the development of socialism and its
relation to Islam, and in chapter III I am dealing with the
evidence for a move from socialism towards a fundamentalist
conception of Islam. This specification of the term Islam
needs an explanation.
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The term "fundamentalism" is seldom, if ever, used by the
fundamentalists themselves. They of ten simply talk of "Islam",
thereby indicating that no (Western)

"-ism" need to be added.

Here, however, the well-known term fundamentalism is useful in
distinguishing this more orthodox and less secularist conception of Islam from the one adhered to by the Muslim socialists. 1
The fundamentalist Muslims regard Islam as an all-inclusive
societal order. God is the only legitimate law-maker, and His
will has been revealed in the Koran and the Sunna (the oldest
traditions, especially the Prophet Muhammad's custom). Power
does not rest with a party or even with the people's majority.
The Muslims are only supposed to act as God's deputies on
earth. It is not merely immoral but also illegal to do something which is against the Koran and the Sunna. According to
the fundamentalists, Islam prov ides answers to all the questionsof human beings. To be sure, they are orthodox or "conservative" in that the y adhere strongly to the Koran and the
Sunna, but they are not opposed to re-interpretation of the
religious traditions. They do accept new legislation based on
the principle of idjtihad (i.e., new interpretations by qualified jurists). In this respect they differ from more traditionalist

Muslims who believe that "the gates of idjtihad" were

closed a thousand years ago.
The recent events in Iran and Pakistan are the most striking
examples of the fundamentalist advance. In Africa, especially
North Africa, fundamentalism is first and foremost associated
with an organization called the Muslim Brotherhood. Like other
fundamentalists,

the Brothers strongly emphasize the supra-

nationalcharacter of Islam. To them, all Muslims form a single
"nation". The community of all Muslims is supposed to act as
God' s khalifa (deputy) on earth, with the sharia (the holy law,
based on the Koran and the Sunna) as the on ly norm of legislation. The ultimate goal of the Muslim Brotherhood is the creation of an Islamic state, encompassing all Muslims. 2
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Approach and Limitations
Of course, a discussion of the signs of a development from
socialism towards (fundamentalist) Islam cannot be but tentative. Different kinds of approaches can be used. I have chosen
to make an explorative, preliminary survey. I agree with Rodinson (1977:xi) that we need syntheses, even if these are inevitably only provisional. Hopefully, it can be worthwhile
to test some of the hypotheses discussed here in a more local
context and with a more comprehensive approach.
Most African countries became independent about 1960, and this
essay covers the period af ter that (about 1960-1980). Events
af ter 1980, such as the death of Sadat, have not been studied.
Whereas chapter II is primarily concerned with the development
of the sixties, chapter III deals mainly with changes during
the seventies.
It is important to note that Islam, like other religions, is
a dynamic force. As pointed out by Eickelman (1976:3), ideas
are not ahistorical entities, but are in constant tension
with social reality, shaping it and in turn being shaped. In
this report I will discuss the dynamism of Islam as a political factor in contemporary Africa. This dynamism is apparent,
even though the re are also important aspects of continuity.
The study deals with countries with a majority of Muslims,
especially those where the Muslims comprise the overwhelming
majority of the population (91-100%). In the following I refer
to the lat ter countries as "Islamic". These (Egypt, Libya,
Tunisia, Algeria, Morocco, Mauritania and Somalia) are Islamic
not only in terms of numbers of Muslims, but also in the sense
that Islam is the State religion. Besides, in most of them
Arabic, the language of Islam, is the most important language.
The expression "predominantly Muslim countries" will refer to
those where the Muslim community comprises more than half (but
less than ninety-one per cent) of the population (i.e., the
Sudan, Niger, Mali, Senegal and Guinea).3 This belt is mainly
inhabited by non-Arabic speaking black Africans. With the
exception of a brief

~ention

or discussion of Islam's politi-

cal role in Chad, Ethiopia, Tanzania and especially Nigeria,
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which are all big nations with a substantial number of Muslims,
countries with a minority of Muslims (less than half of the population) have not been studied. In such (religiously pluralistic)
nations Islam has usually only a limited political significance.
Moreover, very small countries (like the Comoros, Djibouti and
Gambia) have been excluded.
As indicated above, I will discuss primarily those states
where the regimes (for a longer or shorter period) have adhered
to socialism. Only a few African countries with a Muslim majority,

for instance Morocco, have followed a markedly capitalist

road of development. On the other hand, none has become strictly
Marxist or Marxist-Leninist.
Historical Sketch of Islam in Africa
The Islamic conquest of North Africa started already during
the seventh century, not long af ter the Prophet' s death.
Here Islam thus has a long history and is deeply rooted. In
the Middle Ages it also began to take root among black people
of West Africa. Arab and Berber Muslims carried their Islamic
faith to the Senegal and Niger basins, and somemedievalempires
on the upper Niger came to have nominal ly Muslim rulers. Islam's
progress was slow, however, and many traditional African religious customs remained in these areas. Along the Nile valley
the new religion penetrated south, and from the coastal areas
of eastern Africa it spread inland towards the highlands of todays's Ethiopia. 'In East Africa there was little Muslim penetration into the interior in spite of old settlements on the coast.
It was not until the nineteenth century that a wide expansion
of Islam occurred in black Africa. Its advance in West Africa
was part ly caused by the jihad (holy war) of the Fulbe Muslims
in Nigeria. With the new colonial roads, Islam spread into the
tropical forests and even down to the coast in some areas. In
East Africa, increasing slave-trading and, later on, the administrativepolicies of the German colonizers (in German East
Africa) caused a remarkable wave of conversions in the interior.
Under colonial rule in Africa, Christianity was

(more or less)

associated with the Western colonizers, and Islam tended to

4
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become the religion of resistance and independence. An indigenous leadership and the adaptation to local conditions
enhanced this effect. Many Muslim leaders identified themselves with the anti-colonial nationalist movements. Yet
there were also compromises and concessions on both sides, and,
as indicated above, the overall effects of colonization we re
general ly conducive to the spread of Islam.

(Lewis 1980b:78 f.,

82 ff.; W. Mayer 1980:76, 86).* There were numerous instances
of Muslim leaders cooperating with colonial administrations,
for example in Nigeria (O'Brien 1967:315). Abu-Lughod (1964:438)
even holds that the normal Muslim response was weak and collaborationist. 5 However, as pointed out by O'Brien (1975:102) in
his study on Senegal, it must not be forgotten that holy war
as a rule had to be rejected as a doomed enterprise. Under
French rule in Senegal the Muslim leaders who acquired the
largest followings were of ten those who remained aloof from
the conqueror and refused to collaborate.
In North and West Africa, Maliki is the predominant law school,
whereas in East Africa and parts of Egypt Shafii predominates.
These are two of the four orthodox madhahib (law schools or
rites) of Islam. In its essentials Islamic law is uniform, and
the various rites differ mainly in points of detail. The sharia
is the core of Islam. Islamic ideas, concepts and institutions
6
have their origin and point of reference in this holy law.
Yet the extent to which the sharia is applied varies greatly.
In general, the attachment to it is weaker in black Africa than
in the strong ly Arab North Africa.
Sufism (the mysticism of Islam, an unorthodox movement) was
strong in North Africa until modern reformism began re-shaping
Islam in this area (Spuler 1967:385). As described by ProvansaI
(1975:64), Sufism meant the "ruralization" of Islam. In black
Africa, Sufism is still very strong. Senegal is probably the
black African country where the marabouts (Sufi sheikhs or
"saints", believed to be invested by God with a special power
to work miracles) have exercised the most significant influence
(Monteil 1969: 100, 103

f.) ,

but they are more or less influ-

*When a reference is put af ter the full stop, it refers to
two or more of the preceding sentences.
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en tia l all over black Africa. Black African Muslims follow
their leadership rather than the leadership of the ulama (the
religious leaders within the orthodox community). Through
Sufism Islam has be come "Africanized". As noted by Behrman
(1970:157), the "semiworship" of the Sufi leaders is inconsistent with fundamental principles of orthodox Islam. Many
of the beliefs and practices of the black African Muslims are
rooted in the traditional African religions, and most black
Muslims have only a very limited knowledge of Arabic. Q'Brien
(1979:99) holds that as long as this linguistic impasse obtains,
the Sufi fraternities

will remain the privileged organizations

of black African Islam.
In order to avoid confusion and misunderstanding I will refer
to the Sufi orders as "fraternities" instead of "brotherhoods".
In that way they will be clearly differentiated from the much
different Muslim Brotherhood. There are several fraternities,
and one can differ substantially from another. In Africa, two
of the most important are the Kadiriya and the Tijaniya. 7 Especially in Senegal, the Mouride fraternity is very influential.
It was founded in the nineteenth century by A. Bamba, who was
originallya member of the Kadiriya.

Notes
1.

Some other terms which have been used are "re-Islamization"
(Khalid 1978), "militant Islam" (Jansen 1979) and "neoorthodoxy" (Pipes 1980). When using the term "Muslim socialists" I refer to (Muslim) adherents of Islamic as well as
of African socialism.

2.

The above account of fundamentalism is based primarily on
Hjärpe (1980:11 f. 22 f.).

3.

The term "~Iuslim-dominated countries" refers to Islamic
as well as to predominantly ~Iuslim countries.

4.

See further, e.g., Trimingham (1949, 1952, 1959, 1964 and
1980) .

5.

See also Doi (1968) and Levtzion (1978:345).

6.

"If only in theory, but mostly also in practice, continuity
is demanded and maintained right down to our own day"
(Rosenthall'!81:1) .

7.

For a study of Sufi fraternities, see Trimingham (1971).
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The Distribution of Islam in Africa*

Percentage of Muslims
91-100

(Islamie Countries)

51-90

(Predominantly Muslim Countries)

26-50
0-25
*The countries marked here are only those which are
discussed in the text.
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II. THE ADVANCE OF SOCIALISM IN MUSLIM-DOMINATED COUNTRIES
The fact that Islamic and African socialism are essentially
similar is, in my interpretation, partly because both have been
formulated and supported primarily by Muslims. In many of the
Muslim-dominated African countries socialism is still adhered
to by the ruling elites. A comparison with African countries
where the Christians (numerically and/or political ly)

have

predominated over the Muslims shows some striking differences.
With few exceptions, the se countries have followed a markedly
capitaiist road of development. In the strong ly Christian Ghana
the socialism of Nkrumah did not last. The fact that some countries where Christians are stronger than Muslims (especially
Angola, Ethiopia and Mozambique) have become Marxist or MarxistLeninist supports the hypothesis that Catholic or Orthodox
Christianity(negatively)provides "fertile soil" for the development of Marxism. By contrast, Islam appears to be much of a
Ilhindrance 1
ll

1.

•

Islamic Countries

Among the Islamic countries, Egypt, Libya, Tunisia, Algeria
and Somalia have all adhered to socialism. Before these countries are studied, a few words will be said about the nonsocialist Islamic countries, i.e., Morocco and Mauritania.
The Moroccan monarchy was strengthened during the national
liberation struggle because the nationalists chose the tactics
of supporting the King's legitimacy. In exiling him,
rendered the finest of services to his crown.

the French

(Palazzoli 1973:

123 f.). Economic and political development in the era of independence has been capitaiist and Western-oriented. The socialist

opposition has been strong but unable to gain power.

(Ibid.:

129 ff.). In Mauritania there was some talk of socialism, although
this appears to have been mainly rhetoric. The French connections have been important but so has the process of Arabization.

The socialism of Nasser' s

~

was presented as a Third

\~ay,

different from Western capitaiism as weil as Eastern communism.
Through partiai nationalization a "mixed" economy was created,
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and two land reforms were implemented with a view to improve
the situation of the peasants in the rural areas. Nasser's
socialism, or Nasserism, was not a philosophy or coherent view
of life but rather a method of socio-economic development.
Islam, not dialectical materialism, was depicted as the basis
and source of inspiration. Religion was thus made an instrument
of socio-economic mobilization.

(Agwani 1974:385; Rydberg 1975:

15, 76; Klöwer 1978:70, 74).
Nasser's strong drive for leadership of the Arab world and
increasing reliance on the Eastern bloc drew him into conflict
with the "conservative" Saudi-Arabia (Crecelius 1975:574 f.).
Yet his influence was great, not least in Africa, where he competed with Israel for the support of emerging countries (Sawant
1978). More than any other African head of state before Khadafi,
he used Islam as an instrument of foreign policy. Increased
diplomatic representation, radio broadcasts in African languages,
religious and economic missions, scholarships for promising
African students, etc., were all means of spreading the message
of Islam and Islamie socialism. Moreover, Egypt's several universities made it possible to export Egyptian teachers, and a
great deal of religious and political progaganda material was
2
(McKay

distributed by the Supreme Islamic Council of al-Azhar.
1965:181 fL).

The role of al-Azhar as an intellectual centre of Islam equipped
Egypt with an effective tool. The ulama at this university resisted the reform in 1961, when new subjects were introduced;
but following an increasing state interference, and a policy
of give and take, Nasser was able to obtain a basically loyal
faculty. The Azhar ulama thus supported, if not without great
reserve, Islamic socialism, while Nasser officially recognized
al-Azhar as the supreme religious institution of Islam.

(Laza-

rus-Yafeh 1971:229L;Rydberg 1975:120; S9Sndergaard 1976:31 L).
There is no doubt that, with the help of al-Azhar and other
channels, Nasserism made a deep impact on many Muslims in Africa,
for instance in Tanzania, as I have argued in a previous publication (WesterIund 1980:87). In the fifties, before most African
countrieshad become independent, Nasser prepared a "golden
middle way" for African Muslims. Socialism, in an "Islamic" or
"African" form, was to become by far the strongest Muslim poli-
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tical alternative to the "Christian capitalism" of the colonizers and the communism of the "Eastern atheists". In the
sixties i± was repeated, time and again, by leading Muslim
politicians in Africa that they had their own solutions to
the political problems.
In Libya, it was not until 1969, ",hen Kadhafi took power, that
Islamic socialism was implemented. The agricultural sector continued to be primarily in private hands, but most of the industries came to be nationalized. Libyan socialism has aimed at
eradicating poverty and exploitation while respecting the Koranic

right to private property. In a move to decrease the differ-

ences

between rich and poor, Kadhafi's regime halved the sala-

ries of the ministers and doubled the minimum wages of the workers.

(Rydberg 1975:256 f.).

Kadhafi was strongly influenced by Nasser and his conception
of Islamic socialism, although Kadhafi's attachment to Islam
seems to be much stronger. He became the ruler of Libya at a
time when the Islamic revival was in an incipient stage. Even
though, like Nasser, he has chosen to cooperate primarily with
the Eastern bloc, he is fundamental ly opposed to Marxism.
According to Kadhafi, religion and nationalism, not economic
conditions, are the principal dynamic in historical change.
The Marxist conception of class struggle is regarded as incompatible with the Islamic principle of umma (the community of all
Muslims).

(Mammeri 1973:23; Bleuchot 1974:25).

In Kadhafi's opinion, a nation without a religion is abnormal.

3

The "Third International Theory", which is based on religion
and nationalism, is intended to supersede both the "capitalist
materialism" of the

\~est

and the "communist atheism" of the East.

Religion is regarded as the source of moral obligations.
(Hjärpe 1976:62 f.). Nevertheless, Kadhafi is strongly opposed
to the fundamentalism of the Muslim Brothers. As will be shown
in the following chapter, his relations with them have been
strained, although he supports their activities in countries
with regimes that are displeasing to him, for example Tunisia.
(Bleuchot 1974:21 f., 24).
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In Tunisia, the major emphasis of the fifties and the sixties
was social rather than economic change. In terms of implementation the Islamic socialism of Bourguiba's Destour party became socially, if not economically, radical. Certainly, the re
was some nationalization, and co-operatives we re established;
but the co-operative movement never developed into a mass movement. In his foreign policy Bourguiba differed from Nasser and
Kadhafi in that it was directed towards the West rather than
the East. Bourguiba has always maintained good relations with
the USA.

(Rudebeck 1972:32, 47 ff.; Rocksträm and Aucerne

1980:22). Like other Muslim socialists, however, he has criticized both the West, in part for its excessive individualism,
and the East, thus presenting socialism as a middle road (Hanna
1972: 237).
Socially, the Tunisians experienced profound changes. The independent government quickly instituted several major socio-religious reforms. In 1956 Koranic law was replaced by a Personal
Status Code which specifically forbade polygamy and considered
marriage and divorce civil matters. Unilateral repudiation on
the part of the husband was outlawed and a minimum age for
marriage was stipulated (15 for girls and 18 for boys). The Koranic schools all but disappeared, and the Zitouna mosque university was reformed and incorporated into the French-inspired
University of Tunis. In public schools there was no segregation
of sexes. In 1960 Bourguiba urged his Muslim countrymen to
break the fast so that they might be stronger and better prepared to work hard in order to develop the country. Consistently, he ordered government offices and public schools to

re~ain

on normal schedules and instructed state-run restaurants to
serve meals as usual during Ramadan (the month of fasting).
(Rocksträm and Aucerne 1980: 26 f.; Tessler 1980: 10) .
Needless to S2Y, Bourguiba's radically modernist policies encountered opposition from more conservative groups. For example,
in 1961 there were mass riots in Kairouan when a popular imam
(prayer leader) was transferred for preaching against the government. Yet the reformers tried to justify the radical policies
with respect to Islam. Bourguiba argued that he wanted to adapt
Islam to contemporary reality, and thereby returning to it its
dynamic quaiity (Tessler 1980:11). Hence; despite secularizing
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tendencies, tbe Tunisian type of socialism was not antireligion as such. Like Nasser, however, the Destour regime
firmly intended to reduce the influence of the religious leaoers,
Not even in Algeria, where the long war of liberation radicalized the nationalist movement, did socialism become antireligious, although there was, of course, some Marxist influence. For instance, Ben Bella's cordial relations with the
French Communist party brought criticism from man y religious
leaders. When Islamic criticism against the Ben Bella regime
mounted in 1964, he strongly argued that Islam and socialism
were compatible and reassured the Algerians that his socialism
was not to be equated with atheistic Marxism. In fact, even
the Algerian communists tried to convince the public that
Algerian socialism was rooted in Islam, thus seeking to demonstrate that they we re good Muslims too. Nevertheless, many
religious leaders feared the radicalism of Ben Bella's policies. In their eyes, socialism "went too far" and became a
threat to Islam. Therefore, they expressed support for the new
Boumedienne regime af ter the 1964 coup.

(Ottaway 1970:181 f.,

190) .
The victory of Boumedienne was a success for those who strong ly
adhered to a specific Algerian form of socialism, which was considered not only compatible with but also based on Islam. SeveraIMarxists were imprisoned. The concept of a "personalit§
alg§rienne", which was developed during colonial times, became
stronge r and more anti-communist under Boumedienne. Of course,
it had always been anti-Western. Like Islamic and African socialism

in other countries, the Algerian socialism was opposed to

the Marxist conception of class conflict and depicted a natural
harmonic unity in support of the status quo. Foreign interests
in the Algerian economy were affected by nationalization, but
Algerian private property and production were hardly affected
at all. Besides, the economic links with France remained strong.
In comparison to Tunisia, the foreign policy of Algeria was more
radical or anti-West. Conversely, in the social field Algeria
was more conservative.

(Tibi 1972:340 ff.). For example, polyg-

amy was not outlawed, although the role of women certainly
changed.
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In terms of religion as weIl as ethnicity, Somalia is an extraordinarily homogeneous African country. Although it has become a member of the Arab League, its Arab population is only
a tiny minority. Like Libya, it became socialist in 1969, when
Siad Barre seized power through a bloodless coup. It is true
that Barre talked about "scientific" rather than "Islamic" or
"African" socialism, but it was to be built on specifically
national prerequisites. Somali nationalism was a fundamental
issue. The right to private property was not questioned, although there were several nationalizations. Socialism was not
to be equated with Marxism. Private initiatives continued to
be of importance in industry as weIl as in agriculture.
(Bergman and Andersson 1979:50 ff.). Socialism in Somalia
came to be based on a mixed economy (Lewis 1980a:216), like
socialism in other countries with a Muslim-dominated population. According to Barre, Somalian socialism and Islam were
fully compatible (Socialism 1972:44). He argued that socialism
expressed the essentiaI communal spirit of Islam (Lewis 1980a:
219). Nevertheless, some of his policies encountered opposition from religious leaders.
The decisions to outlaw polygamy and to give equal rights
of inheritance to men and women (1975) were strong ly criticized, since the y were clearly against the inheritance rules
4
AIso, the decision to give the Somali language

of the Koran.

Latin instead of Arab characters (1972), which was partlya
nationalistic reaction against Arab influence, was opposed
by religious leaders.

(Bergman and Andersson 1979;55, 60;

Matthies 1980:85 f.). In their eyes, Barre became an enemy
of Islam. The President, however, retorted that he understood
the Prophet's message better than his critics (Lewis 1980a:220).
The close relationship with the Soviet Union was another cause
for complaint on the part of religious leaders. As indicated
by Lewis (ibid.:209), the proclarnation of dedication to scientific socialism reflected the Somalian army's growing dependence on Soviet equipment and advisers. However, as will be
described in the following chapter, this circumstance drastically changed in the late seventies.
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2. Predominantly Muslim Countries
The Sudan, Mali, Senegal and Guinea are predominantly Muslim
countries which have had (or still have) socialist regimes.
Here Niger is an

exception~

Despite the name of the ruling

party, "Parti Progressiste Nig&ri&n" , under Diori, this country did not become socialist.
Like Khadafi and Barre, Nimeiri of the Sudan came to office
af ter a coup in 1969. During the first two years in office he
championed a radical program of "Sudanese socialism", which resulted in, for example, a lot of nationalization.

He was much in-

fluenced by Egypt's Arab Socialist Union and cooperated closely
with the Sudanese Communist party.5 Like Nasser, he had close links
with the Soviet Union. Yet he emphasized that his regime was both
anti-communist and anti-capitalist. Af ter 1971 Nimeiri continued
to talk about socialism,and the Sudan Socialist Union was formed
in 1972. In practice, however, his regime became increasingly
capitaIist and Western-oriented. Three of the reasons for the
shift of polj cies were the

attempted communist-supported coup of

1971, the increasingly close relations with Sadat's Egypt andSaudiArabia and the mounting religious criticism. In addition, the
cessation of the civil war in 1972 ended fears of Western meddling
6
in the Christian South.
Themost important Sufi fraternities in the Sudan are the
Khatmiya and the Ansar, the followers of the great Mahdi (the
"rightly-guided one"), who at the end of the nineteenth centur y established a religious state in the northern Sudan but
was defeated by the Anglo-Egyptian force in 1898-1899. The
Ansar preserved thesupra-nationalcharacterof the Madhi's
message, and this brought the movement into conflicts with
Nimeiri's more specifically Sudanese approach to politics.
The Umma party, the political arm of the Ansar, was forced to operate underground. In the sixties the Muslim Brotherhood started to attract university students in increasing numbers.
(Vol11974:85 ff., 93; Zanotelli 1968). Thedeve'opmentof the
relationship of these religious groups to the Nimeiri regime
in the seventies will be studied in the following chapter.
Especially under Keita, Mali was radically socialist. Keita
was partly influenced by Marxism but rejected its atheism and
philosophical materialism. Nor did he subscribe to the idea
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of an elite party. Since somereligious leaders feared that the
regime was too socialistic, the politicians stressed the compatibility between socialism and Islam. They even urged religious leaders to preach socialism. Traditional cornrnunalism was
depicted as one of the roots of Malian socialism.

(Megahed

1970:7 ff.). Besides, the development of socialism was influenced by the close contacts with neighbouring Algeria.
Under Keita the modern private sector largely lost ground. In
the industrial sector, government control became almost total.
The foreign policy was non-aligned, but in practice the regime
cooperated

more closely with the West than with the East.

(Ibid.: 16, 19, 28 ff.). This orientation seems to have been
somewhat strengthened af ter the fall of Keita in 1968.
Largely due to the intellectual capacity of Senghor, Senegal
has attracted much more interest among Western scholars than
have most other black African countries. The literature on
nAgritude and African socialism in Senegalis thus voluminous.
A Catholic, Senghor was partly influenced by Thomistic philosophy. Teilhard de Chardin helped him to reconcile Catholicism with socialism. He sought a "third" ideological position
and criticized both cornrnunism and capitalism for being materialist

systerns.

(Hymans 1967:41, 47 f.). Religion was explicitly

included in his moderate "democratic socialism".
Partial nationalization of the peanut trade, which is crucial
to Senegal's economy, with an elaboration of an administrative hierarchy to control the economy, was done in the name of
African socialism and national development. The establishment
of co-operatives served a political function but also enabled
the state bureaucracy to extract good profits.

(O'Brien 1975:

131 ff.). Thus there came to be a significant government involvement in the economy. However, the roles of the market and
private initiatives have not been rejected. No doubt, socialist

development in Senegal has been moderate. The close ties

of the Westernized elite with France have worked against a
more radical development.

(Cox and Tessler 1980:328 f.,

340).

These ties, the Catholicism of Senghor and the frequent talk
about an "African" foundation forSenegal's socialism have tended to obscure the great significance of Islam, to which about
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eighty per cent of the population adheres, for the political
development of Senegal. As pointed out by, among others, Markovitz (1970:90), there is no doubt that the great marabouts and
their disciples, especially the Mourides, have played a crucial
role inSenegalese politics. Senghor always maintained close
relations with the Sufi leaders. Without their support he could
hardly have pursued his type of socialist policies (Behrman
1977:262; Diop 1980:104). In addition to their strong religious
and political influence, the fraternities have tremendous economic power. Senghor and others regarded them as potential
force s for development and social control.

(Markovitz 1970:91

ff.; Gustavsson 1975:25 f.). At one time he referred to the
Mourides as soldiers of development (Dumont 1980:152).
According to O'Brien (1979b:221), more than half (very possibly
two-thirds) of the peanut producers are affiliated to the Mouride
fraternity. Hence the politicians can hardly afford to challenge
the Mouride marabouts. Senghor was able to win the support of
the khalif

(head) of the Mourides. The Mouride khalif apparent-

ly distrusted Senghor' s more radically socialist rival Mamadou
Dia, partly because he was a Tijani.

(Behrman 1970:116 ff., 100)

Dia was supported by the Tijani leader Ibrahimu Niass, who at
various times embarrassed the regime because of his international

contacts. For instance, Nkrumah was one of Niass' disciples,

although the Ghanian President never converted to Islam.

(Ibid.:

10, 119 f.).
In Guinea, socialist development became more radical than in
Senegal. This must partly be understood in the light of the distinction

between the decolonisation processes that the se coun-

tries experienced. State controi of the economy has been a significantfeature, andclose relations with the Eastern bloc have
been maintained (Adamolekun 1976:4, 9). Sekou Toure (n.d.:85)
has stated, hm'lever, that the Guinean "revolution" has not been
imported, nor will it be exported. Guinean socialism partly
aims at rehabilitating African culture; its goal is neither capitalismnor communism.

(Ibid.:89, 172; Gustavssson 1970;11 f.).

As in other socialist countries, there has been tension between
politicians and religious leaders in Guinea. Among other points
of conflict, religious schools have been taken over by the government and polygamy has been outlawed. The latter measure has,
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however, been difficult to enforce. The single party ("Parti
Dfimocratique de Guinfie") has aimed at subordinating Islam to
its socialistgoais. Political leaders preside over the national
Muslim festivals side-by-side with religious leaders, and many
local political headquarters also serve as mosques. Politicsis
thus frequently "mixed" with religion, although the constitution stipulates that Guinea is a secular state.

(Adamolekun

1976:133,139,143).
Tourfi's support has mainly come from modernist Muslims. For
example, the "Union Culturelie Musulmane" has supported the
ruling party in its criticism against various aspects of Sufi
Islam.

(de Benoist 1980a:32). In comparison to Senghor, Tourfi

has been more antagonistic to the fraternities, which are less
influential in Guinea than in Senegal.
3. Principle Characteristics of Islamic and African Socialism
j

Without disregarding the variations, one might characterize the
basic content of Islamic and African socialism in the following
way. It goes together with strong anti-colonialism, nationalism
and a glorification of selected features of the traditional
past. The ide a of national unity tends to be stronger than that
of religious unity, and religion is subordinated to politics.
Religio-politically independent group s like the Muslim Brotherhood, which question or threaten the primacy of political leaders, are therefore opposed, sometimes violentlyas in the case
of Nasser's Egypt. There are many instances of criticism expressed by religious leaders, if by no means by all, especially in
the most radical states, for instance Somalia. Conversely, socialist

politicians have used religion and religious leaders in

the process of mobilization for economic development, and there
is of ten a strong emphasis on the religious or moral perspective.
The increasing influence of political leaders at the expense of
religious leaders can be described as a process of secularization.
Following in the footsteps of the previous colonial rulers, the
new secularist authorities move into areas former ly regulated
by religion. This is exemplified by the outlawing of polygamy in
some countries, secular school s , secular legislation in criminal
law and so forth. 7 Thus there seems to be an ambivalent attitude
towards religion. Although there are usually, in principle, positive attitudes about religious phenomena, religion is sometimes
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or partly looked upon as a retrogressive force. The Muslim
socialists aim at adjusting Islam to the modern world.
Islamic and African socialism is frequently described as a
middle course, an alternative to Western capitalism and Eastern communism, and it is sa id to be inherent in Islam or in
8
the traditional African socio-economic system.
Therefore, it
is not considered necessary to pass through a capitalist phase
in order to reach socialism. In practice, capitalism has of
course been of some significance, and what is terrned a socialist

economy is actually a mixed economy. It is large-scale

capitalism rather than capitalism as such which is rejected or
criticized. The state has a leading role in the economy; big
industries, banks, insurance companies, etc., are normal ly
nationalized. However, this hegemony of the state bureaucracy
istempered bya wide acceptance of small-scale or petty capitalism. Also, transnational corporations are frequently accepted as partners to parastatals in joint economic development
projects. Private property is accepted, though only to the
extent that it is considered unexploitative.
Like capitalism, Marxism or communism is regarded as a foreign,
Western phenomenon, unsuited to the African context. As a rule
the socialist political parties aim at being mass parties, not
vanguard parties. In theory, the ruling parties represent the
people as a whole and not only a certain class. This conception
of societies without classes and class struggle leads to the
rejection of the idea that a vanguard party for the exploited
is needed, as well as the idea of several parties representing
9
various group s of interest. Consequently, one-party systems
have been the rule. These systems represent the ideal of social
unity, which is in line with the notion of Islam as a religion
of social equality.
In terms of social conditions the socialist states tend to be
radical. More or less far-reaching reforms have been implemented. In the eyes of orthodox Muslims, the reforms of family
law have been provocative. As seen above, Tunisia, Somalia and
Guinea have been particularly radical in pressing for social
reform. The decisions to outlaw polygamy are very controversial
in an Islamic setting, since they are not in accordance
the Koran.

\~ith
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In foreign policies non-alignment is the guiding principle.
It is in line with the idea of socialism as amiddle course.
Yet there are differences in the international orientations.
Some socialist regimes have chosen to cooperateprimarily with
the Eastern bloc, whereas other s have cooperated more with the
Western bloc. In order to obtain weapons, technology, etc.,
such cooperation is considered necessary.
4. Discussion
It appears that the development of socialism in Nasser's Egypt
became a model and source of inspiration to man y Muslims in
Africa. The Islamic socialism of Egypt was based on Islam and
was not anti-religious, but it was not to be equated with
(orthodox) Islam in all respects. The secularizing tendencies
or the attenuation of religion appealed to African nationalist
leaders who were confronted with situations of religious pluralism

and hence needed a purportedly secular ideology useful in

uni ting the disparate groups of people.
The above account has pointed out certain d'ifferences as well
as basic similarities between the various regimes which have
adhered to a socialist ideology. This socialist tendency was
particularly strong in the sixties. Most of the countries described here were socialist already at the beginning of the
sixties, but three of them, Libya, Somalia and the Sudan,
turned socialist in 1969. The issue that will be discussed
here is in ,"hat ,"ay Islam ,"as a factor in the development of
Islamic and African socialism.
Socialism and Islam - A Tentative Analysis
President Nyerere of Tanzania once stated that "the African
countties which are accepting socialistic, progressive, leftist
changes are Moslem countries". He mentioned Algeria, Egypt,
Somalia, Mauritania, Guinea and Mali as examples. In his opinion,

the Muslims as a rule had adopted a more enlightened

attitude than the Christians. "The Moslem countries can go
af ter socialist changes without fearing that this is contrary
to the Koran."

(Lacy 1972:246). Given the historical evidence

in Africa and elsewhere, Nyerere's statements seem well-founded.
In comparison to Islam, Christianity has, due to its Western
historical and cultural heritage, been more in conflict with
socialism. 10
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The Muslims have a different heritage. But can it be said
that Islam is inherently socialist and opposed to capitaIism?
When Weber connected capitaIism with Protestantism and argued
that Islam was a hindrance to the development of capitaIism,
he initiated a long debate about the compatibility of Islam
and capitaIism. Many Orientalists have been influenced by
Weber's the ses on Islam. Recently, however, the whole Orientalist

tradition has been strongly criticized by some scholars,

such as Said (1978) and Turner (1978a) .11 As pointed out by
Turner (ibid.:85),

Ori~ntalist

scholarship was, at its worst,

a rather thin disguise for attitudes of moral or racial superiority. In Weber's opinion, the Muslims were to be pitied
since they had a religion which hindered the development of
capitaIism. Modern Muslim socialists, for their part, regard
the alleged imcompatibility of Islam and capitaIism as a great
advantage, since they see capitaIism as an evil that must be
combatted.
It has been shown above that most Muslim-dominated African
countries have been socialist. The argument here is that there
are certain important aspects within (orthodox)

Islam and

socialism, as described here, which are compatible or even
strong ly related, and that this has facilitated the frequent
"marriages" between the two in Africa as weIl as in, for instance, Syria, Iraq and Pakistan (under Bhutto) . The following
discussion refers primarily to the Islamic countries. It is,
however, of some relevance also with regard to the predominantly Muslim countries, although they have been less deeply
influenced by Islamic beliefs and practices.
Of course, as indicated in the Introduction, Islam cannot be
regarded as a timeIess, monolithic and completely homogeneous
culture. The theory of historical stagnation has been exaggerated

by some Orientalists (ibid.:40 f.). Nevertheless, it

could be argued that the significance of the Koran as a final,
perfect revelation and the importance of law in Islam tend to
make it a conservatizing force in socio-economic matters. The
central theme of Rodinson's "Islam and CapitaIism"

(1977) is

that there was nothing in Islam inhibiting the rise of a ra tional capitaIist ethos. Here I cannot discuss this important
theoretical work in detail, but some criticism is implied in
12
the arguments that will be put forward.
It seems to me that
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Islam has not inhibited the development of capitaiism per
se, but it has apparent ly of ten inhibited the development of
large-scale capitaiism. Islam imposes certain constraints on
such development. Obviously, there are also certain restraints
working against a Marxist development. Although the issue is
complicated, I do not agree with Rustow (1965:41 f.)

that it

is singular ly futile to discuss the affinity or lack of affin13
ity between Islam and Marxism.
Certainly, they are complex
bodies of doctrine which can apply to different historical
situations in a variety of ways. Yet it cannot be denied that
the y disagree on certain basic issues. For example, whereas
Marxism is opposed to private property, the Koran is clearly
not. AIso, the philosophical foundations are different, one
atheistic, the other theistic. A lot of historical evidence
indicates the difficulty in combining Marxism and Islam.
The subsequent notes on the relationship between socialism
and Islam are primarily theoretical but partlyaiso historical,
in their reference to the Muslim-dominated parts of contemporary Africa. Clearly, the socio-economic and political significance of a religion depends, in part, on the believers' deg re e
of attachment to it, and the strength of beliefs cannot be
exactly measured. It is obvious, however, that religious beliefs are much stronger in the so-called Third World than in
the industrialized world. The existence of civil religions
(i.e., attenuated and "ecumenical" religions constructed by
the ruling elites with a view to promote national unity and
political allegiance) in Africa indicates that modern politicians are weIl aware of the political significance of religion. It seems. also, that Marxist scholars in the East are
of ten more cognizant of the significance of religion than
are Marxist social scientists in the West. This can be illustrated with the following quotation from a work by Sharevskaya
(1973:88): "In the conditions of Tropical and Southern Africa,
where the wide masses are still for the most part believers,
the struggle for complete decolonisation, and the whole national-liberation movement, will continue to be linked with the
religious ideology for a long time to come."14
As mentioned earlier, the African Muslim socialists have frequently described their socialism as amiddle course, a "third
way". It seems that they have had

good reason for doing so.
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With particular reference to Africa, some telling arguments
have been put forward by Ali Mazrui. He admits that Muslims
have been much associated with trade or commercial activities
but maintains that a host of responsibilities towards relatives and co-religionists have hampered accumulation. Islam's
encouragement of commerce was not (to the same extent as in
the capitaiist West) combined with economic individualism,
and inheritance was shared by many relatives. According to
Mazrui, the collective - or perhaps better communalistic and egalitarian aspects of Islam restrained the commercial
incentive from becoming too accumulative.

(Mazrui 1967:279

ff.). As pointed out by Turner (1978a:48), merchants in
Islamic societies do not necessarily mature to be industrial
15
The remarks made by Mazrui are important,

capitalists.

since the law of inheritance lies at the very heart of the
sharia and has not been subjected to many reforms (Walzinger
1971:378 f.; Anderson 1976:146; Lewis 1980a:57).
Following Weber, Mazrui further argues that Islam's prohibition of gambling has had important consequences for the
attitudes towards speculative business enterprises. The Koranic

prohibition against riba (interest) seems to have been

less effective in inhibiting capitaiist developments. It is
anti-cumulative in its implications, but there have been
ways of evading it.

(Mazrui 1978:142). Consequently, riba

prohibitions have not in general interfered much with commerce
(Turner 1974:238). It is interesting to observe, however, that
Muslim socialists of ten refer to the ban on riba (interpreted
as usury) as an argument against exploitation or profiteering.
It has been used, for example, to prov ide a religious moti16

vation in support of nationalization of banks.

Islam certainly does not oppose the ownership of private property.
There is a right to use but not to abuseprivate property (Hjärpe
1977:71). It can be noticed, for instance, that in Nasser's Egypt
an individual was not allowed to own mor e than a stipulatedamount
of land (Lewy 1974:267). Mazrui hold s that it is a common influence of Islam to inhibit the growth of large estates (Mazrui
1978:140). Tt is of interest here to compare, for example, the
situation in Latin America, where Catholicism is predominant.
On this continent the frequency of large private estates has
marginalized and proletarized the small peasants and created
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a potential ly revolutionary si tuation, where

~Iarxism

has be-

come a powerful force. By contrast, Muslim socialists have
strong ly argued that private OI.nership of land or other means
of production which becomes exploitative cannot be tolerated
(Rondot 1976: 32) .
As argued above, it appears to be very difficult to combine
Islam'with Marxism. 17 Yet one might agree with Mazrui (1978:138)
that Islam is a more "materialist" religion than is Christianity,

especially Protestantism. Unlike Jesus, Muhammad did not

say "my kingdom is not of this earth"; he lived to form a
political community himself. Islam does not encourage excessive
ascetism or too radical a retreat from "worldly"preoccupations.
In relative terms, Islam is more "materialist", mor e liseeular".

As Mazrui argues, "this paradox of relative secularity within
orthodox Islam could bring Islam a little closer to Marxist
materialism". In general,

~luslims

have certainly aimed at a

"balance" between spiritual and material matters and reacted
against the "overspiritualization" of Christianity. In Africa,
not even the Sufi fraternities are normallyapolitical or detached from "worldly" affairs. The Islamic concern for political
affairs and a just society on earth has tended to counteract a
laissez-faire atmosphere conducive to capitalist development.
Unlike Christianity (especially Protestantism), but like Marxism,
Islam has a positive view of human nature, which seems to harmonize with the idea of socialism as a more "altruistic" socioeconomic system than the "egoistic" system of capitalism. There
is no Fall of Man in Islam - the na ture of man is not considered
depraved. As a consequence, no Redeemer is needed. All human
beings are themselves responsible for their lives. The world
can be gradually reformed or improved by men who submitto God's
will. The improvements can be made by reformation, and there is
no need for a revolution (in the Marxist sense). The Marxist conception of classes and class struggle is incompatible with the
umma principle, which emphasizes the solidarity of all Muslims.
God is absolutely sovereign, and all men are equal under Him.
The absolute monotheism is the basis of equality in Islam, and
the absence of a hierarchical priesthood underlines this fundamental equality. Orthodox Islam recognizes no priests who
claim to intervene between God and man, although the ulama have
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gained a prestige which in same way is comparable to that of
Christian priests.
Muslim socialists have frequently argued that a societal system
based on or inspired by Islam cannot be characterized by gross
social inequality. There are several Islamic concepts and practices that have been referred to by them as indications of the
affinity between Islam and non-Marxist socialism. Takaful, wakf
and zakat are same of these. The Islamic principle of takaful
(symbiosis, mutual social responsibility) was used by, among
others, Nasser in support of policies of state intervention aimed
at reducing injustices and poverty (Rydberg 1975:121).
The institution of wakf (religious foundations) oates back to
the beginning of Islam, and it has been connected especially
with Ali (the fourth caliph, the cousin

and son-in-law of the

Prophet Muhammad). Ali is reversed by virtually all Muslims for
his uncompromising religiosity. Because of his altruism and generosity, religious foundations were created with the purpose of
helping the poor.

(Hjärpe 1979:61 f.). Wakfs have also been used

for building mosques, hospitals and schoois. It is interesting
to note that the French colonialists in North Africa saw in wakf
an obstacle to capitaiist economic development.
Zakat (the alms), one of the so-called five pillars of Islam,
amounts to one-fortieth of a Muslim's annual revenue in money
or kind. The alms are to be given to paa r people. It is a Muslim's duty - not simply a good de ed - to help people in need.
This legal duty to support the poor counteracts the economic
strenght of private people (Johnson 1975:28). In addition to
zakat, the Muslims are urged to give free gifts of love (sadakat). Muslim socialists have frequently regarded zakat as a
source of inspiration for the creation of a modern welfare society. Ishtirakiya, the modern Arabic term for socialism, is derived from the word ishtirak which means sharing. Without doubt,
the modern socialist emphasis on sharing of property has de ep
roats in Islamic traditions.
In North Africa

the reformist movement within Islam provides

an important background for the development of socialism in
this area. Reformist Islam became intimately linked with the
growth of the nationalist movements and caused a remarkable
dec line of Sufism. In practice the fraternities had tended not
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only to complement but also to supplement orthodox Islam
in North Africa.

(Brown 1966:98 L; Shinar 1972:285). The

reformists were closer to orthodox Islam but had a modernist
conception of religion. They argued that, proper ly understood,

Islam was compatible 'vith the modern \·lOrld.

(Brown

1964:56 ff.). Like the Islamic socialists later, the reformists

idealized the Islamic past in their condemnation of

the Christian colonialists (Shinar 1971:192 ff.). All that
was evil, defective and shameful was connected with the West
(ibid.: 206) .
African Socialism and Sufi Islam
In the predominantly Muslim countries of black Africa nei ther
reformism nor a pan-Islamic identity has been important.
The markedly "mixed" characterof Sufi Islam and the lack of
wide pan-Islamic links facilitated the search for "African"
roots of socialism. This does not mean, however, that African
socialism was not, in part, influenced by Islam, if not to
the same extent as the Islamic socialism of North Africa. In
a multi-religious setting Islam could not be made the State
religion, and it was not possible to refer official ly to an
Islamic foundation of socialism (cf. Abun-Nasr 1979:121).
Hence the need for an

"African" foundation.

The anachronistic use of the term socialism in depicting
socio-economic systerns of pre-industrial, small-scale societies, systerns which were not typically or uniquely African,
apparently had strong psychological motivation. Also, a common
"African" foundation was useful in uniting the disparate religious groups. The official secularism counteracted the
idea of Islamic states and meant that politics was not to be
l'mixed"

with religion or vice versa. However, given African

tradition and the strength of Islam or religious beliefs in
general, civil religions have flourished in socialist (as
well as in capitalist) black African countries (Booth 1976;
\'Iesterlund 1980:63-78; Wester lund 1981:12 fL).

It is true

that the secularist policies tended to marginalize religion
and hindered religio-political opposition to the ruling
elites; but religion was not intended to be come completely
excluded from the political and socio-economic sphere. On
the contrary, religious support for the ruling ideology and
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national integration was much appreciated.
It appears that, like the Arab and Berber Muslims in North
Africa, the economically strong black African Muslims have
of ten been traders or merchants rather than owners of industries and large tracts of land. If this was so, are the
Mouride marabouts in Senegal to be regarded as exception s?
To be sure, many Western observers have look ed upon the
marabouts as little more than great exploiters of the Senegalese peasants. It seems to me, however, that O'Brien
(1975:59 ff.)

has convincingly argued against this carica-

ture. The marabouts may be very rich in comparison to the
average peasant, but most of them do not enjoy a luxury
comparable to that of higher or even middle-level civil servants in Dakar.
It is true that Sufism differs from orthodox Islam in several respects, but it is not unaffected by the Islamic ideals
of brotherhood and equality. When the Mouride disciples have
stated that they work solely in the expectation of an otherworldly reward ("for paradise alone"), secular observers have
taken this as declarations by the victims of their ownexploitation. But the disciples distort the reality of their own
socio-economic situation. In their own devotional language,
they are in fact boasting. They are not as unconditionally
loyal and cbedient as they maintain. O'Brien argues that the
material success of the marabouts is only fully intelligible
in terms of their success in providing material services
(political and economic)

to their disciples.

(Ibid. :62 f.)

To be a Sufi is to live in a systern of collective security.
A marabout is nominally obliged to help any disciple who
requests a material service. Furthermore, the marabouts
enjoy no rights of land-ownership, merely of temporary and
effectively conditional land control. At the end of some ten
years of service the disciples receive their own individual
plots of land. The marabouts must then try to find new recruits and new land to settle, which has become increasingly
difficult. The settlers are rewarded on the whole equally.
Ex-slaves have thus been rewarded plots of the same size as
freeborn disciples. "This status levelling in material reality

is consolidated (and indeed promoted) by Mouride ideol-

ogy,

which emphasises the equality of disciples before God,
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Amadou Bamba, and the present-day saints."
75) .18

(Ibid.:69 f.,

O'Brien (ibid.:80 f.) holds that, at least for the moment,
the characteristic ethos of capitaiism, the disciplined
greed dignified as rationality, appears to be beyond the
reach of the marabouts. A taste for luxury goods and a felt
need to maintain an extensive (and of ten expensive) clientele, help to inhibit the impulse to save and re-invest.
The political Role of Islåm in Nigeria, Chad and Tanzania
One might ask why Nigeria, where the Muslims numerically
make up the strongest religious group (almost half of the
population), has not had a socialist phase. For one thing,
the Christians, due to their access to modern education,
have had, especially in the sixties, a strong political influence. Af ter the civil war the influence of Muslims has
increased, but so far it has not caused any far-reaching
political changes. Further, under British colonial rule the
emirs were ab le to retain much of their power in the system
of Indirect Rule, and restrictions were introduced against
Christian missionaries doing missionary work in Muslim
areas (Ubah 1976:354, 357 f.; Lewis 1980b:77). The emphasis
on Arabic rather than English and the lack of Western-oriented education became a serious handicap for Muslim Nigerians in the competition for influence in the modern sector.
When the program of Universal Primary Education was launched
in 1976, on ly about ten per cent of the children of primary
school age were attending state school s in the predominantly
Muslim areas of northern Nigeria. Even at this time the re was
much opposition, on religious grounds, against modern Westernoriented schooling.

(Clarke 1979:52 ff.).

At the beginning of the independence era the North (rightly)
feared Southern domination of the independent Federation.
According to Hiskett (1979:112 f.l, the Muslims were never
very enthusiastic about pan-Africanism or African uni ty.
Hiskett holds that the great mass of ordinary, semi-literate
Muslim voters were more interested in the possibility of panI

Islamiciinks. From northern Nigeria, politicians constantly
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traveiled to North Africa, the Sudan, Pakistan and, above
all, Saudi Arabia. In the early sixties there was also an
Islamic revival led by Ahmadu Bello. Northern Nigeria was
not much affected by reformism, nor by socialism. It is interesting to note that in 1962-63, al-Azhar had students
from twenty-six African countries, though apparently none
from northern Nigeria (McKay 1965:182 f.). At that time even
Islamic criminal law was applied in courts of rigidlyMuslim
areas in northern Nigeria (Anderson 1976:87). Islam's traditional

~haracter

in the emirates, the lack of strong re-

formist influences, the advantages of Indirect Rule to the
emirates, which counteracted a strong anti-colonialist stance,
and the pan-Islamic orientation all appear to be important
reasons why there was no significant drive towards Islamic
socialism in northern Nigeria.
In Chad, the Christians in the south, who had been much influenced by modernization and Westernization, were able to
take the lead politically when independence was achieved. The
Muslims in the north (almost half of the population), who
have been organized primarily in the "progressive" Frolinat
(Pascal 1972:10), from the beginning resisted the southern
dominance. With varying intensity, a civil war has characterized

the modern history of this country.

In Tanzania, the Muslims make up on ly about one-third of
the entire population, but they have been political ly predominant both in the top organs and in the rank and file of
the ruling socialist party (van Bergen 1981 :254 ff.). In my
own recent research on Tanzania (Westeriund 1980) I have
concluded that Islam, with its strong Sufi character, must
be seen as one of the most important sources of inspiration
for the development of ujamaa or African socialism.
5. Conclusion
By way of concluding this discussion I quote Mazrui (1978:
;

I

151): "The fusion of egalitarianism with authoritarianism,
the deep-seated culturai defensiveness against the Christian
West, the self-conscious and defiant sense of community, the
congruence with the anti-cumulative aspects of the Marxist
version of modernity, have all contributed to give a significan t number of Muslim countries a leftist orientation."
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In the socialist countries of North Africa, Islam was
openly dec la red to be the basis of socialism. This was not
so in the Muslim-dominated countries of black Africa (including the officially Islamic Somalia), where socialism
was usually only said to be compatible with Islam. I have
argued, however, that even in this part of Africa the politlcalsignificanceof Islam should not be overlooked.
Apparently it must be regarded as an important source of
inspiration for African socialism too.
Notes
1.

I have discussed tentative ly the issue of Christianity
and politics in Africa south of the Sahara in Westerlund
(1981) .

2.

For a few examples of such literature, see Westerlund
(1980:92, note 58).

3.

In the Green Book (Qathafi n.d.), which consists of three
booklets, Kadhafi has presented his political views.

4.

Some of the opponents were sentenced to death, which
shows how seriously the regime regarded the religious
opposition.

5.

On the issue of communist influence in the Sudan, see
Warburg (1978). See also Margarido (1971).

6.

The information here has been based mainly on Eduards
(1974) and Africa South of the Sahara (1979).

7.

On the issue of law reforms in the Muslim world, see
Anderson (1976).

8.

Communalism and collective ownership are of ten said to
have been features of "traditional socialism".

9.

Class divisions started developing under colonialism but
are considered to have disappeared or are supposed to
disappear (more or less automatically) in post-colonial
times.

10. See note one.
11. Cf. Rodinson (1980: 12 ff.).
12. See also, e.g., Turner's criticism (1978b:382 f.)
Benoist (1980a:32).

and de

13. For a comprehensive, mainly theoretical study of Marxism
and the Muslim world, see Rodinson (1972).
14. See also Hyden (1980:204 f.). On the concept of civil religion, see further, e.g., Westerlund (1980:66 f.).
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15. It seems to me that Rodinson (1977) has tended to
exaggerate the significance of the merchant class for
the development of the capitalist mode of production.
See also Turner (1978b:382). In this context I do not
discuss the differences between Sunni and Shia Islam,
since Shiism is only of marginal significance in Africa.
16. See further Hunter (1976:453) and Anderson (1976:100).
17. Megahed (1970:11) stresses that the atheism of Marxism
has been a real obstacle towards the full acceptance
of Marxism in Africa, and in the Muslim-dominated countries in particular.
18. Sweeping socio-economic changes are a typical feature of
Islamic countries. As indicated by this Mouride example,
even the boundaries between slaves and non-s laves have
been fluctuating. As asked by Hjärpe (1979:122): Where
else, except in an Islamic setting, could such a phenomenon as the Mamluk empire exist? There the slaves held
even the highest offices, including the sultanate.
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III. THE MOVE TOWARDS ISLAM
The advance of fundamentalist Islam, which has shown the
most spectacular results in Iran and Pakistan, is primarily a phenomenon of the seventies and early eighties,
1

although incipient signs of it were visible earlier.

As in the previous chapter, I will here focus primarily on
the socialist (or previously socialist) countries. The move
away from socialism towards fundamentalist Islam is the
central issue. However, the progress of Islam as a complete
societal system is noticeable in all the Muslim-dominated
countries. Therefore, in comparison to the previous chapter, I will here pay some more attention to the non-socialist

countries, especially Morocco and Mauritania.

1. Islamic Countries
In

~'

Nasser's death and the assumption of power by

Sadat meant a weakening of the socialist emphasis and a
strengthening of Islam, even though there has not been any
real break-through of fundamentalist Islam. Sadat has been
described as

"a devout Muslim"

(Israeli 1980:363), "more

sincerely religious" than his predecessor (Crecelius 1975:
579). Before becoming President in 1970, he had been, among
other things, General Secretary of the Islamic Congress and
a well-known preacher (Hjärpe 1978:327).
The new constitution of 1971 still described socialism as
the economic basis of the state, but it placed increased emphasis on Islamic law, which was stipulated to be an essentiai source of legislation (Abdelsayed 1976:43). In the constitutional reform of 1980, its position was reinforced in
that it was described as the principal source of legislation
(Mirel 1980-1981:119). Steps have been taken to re-introduce
Islamic law. For instance, in 1978 a new law stipulated
punishments for Muslims who drink spirituous liquors. The
year before the government proposed punishment by death for
apostasy; but partly because of fierce opposition from the
Coptic minority this proposal was turned down.
Egypt's foreign policy has become increasinglyWestern-oriented. In 1972 twenty thousand Soviet military experts were ex-
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pelled, and in 1973 Sadat created Islamic cornrnittees to
combat "atheist Marxism". Moreover, Nasser's stern opposition to the Muslim Brothers was softened.

(Hjärpe 1978:

328; Rydberg 1975:206; Mirel 1980-1981:123).
Economically, Sadat's policies were Western-oriented and
weakened Nasser's socialist emphasis. Like Morocco and
Senegal, Sadat introduced a Western-type multi-party systern.
Despfte the attempts to strengthen Islam there was, largely
due to the markedly Western orientation, a strong religious
opposition. Af ter the initial "honeymoon" , the Muslim Brothers became increasingly critical. It is possible that the
appeal to Islamic values was partlya tactical move. The
Islamic policies of the Sadat regime were not without ambiguity, and it is not inconceivable that Saudi Arabia was
partly behind Sadat's moves to support Islam. It is also
possible that the regime, by way of introducing some Islamic
laws, seeked to destroy the breeding ground of Islamic groups
which were seeking a more far-reaching return to the sharia.
Among many Muslims, in Egypt and elsewhere, Sadat's visit to
Jerusalem in 1977 was regarded as treason. An Egyptian representative of the Muslim Brothers sa id that the peace treaty
was not worth the paper on which it was ,,,ritten.

(~1irel

1980

-1981:137). In addition to the Muslim Brothers, there were
several extremist Islamic groups in opposition to Sadat's
policies. The proliferation of new religious periodicals became

a regular feature, and newspapers restored the publi-

cation

of a daily page on religious thought.

\~omen

v/ho have

restored the veil, men who have beards to identify themselves
with the Muslim Brothers, increasing attendance at mosques,
especially by youth, are other examples of the significance
of the Islamic wave in Egypt.

(Israeli 1980:365). One of the

consequences of this wave is the increasing tensions between
Muslims and Christians, who are a significant minor ity (almost ten per cent of the population) .
In Libya, Kadhafi's revolution of 1969 was political rather
than religious, if such a Western dichotomy may be used. The
constitution of 1963 had proclaimed that in the hereditary
monarchy of Libya all powers sternrned from God and that the
rulers had to be Muslims (Constitution 1963:4 f.). King Idris,
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the former head of state, was also the head of the influential Sanusiya fraternity. Kadhafi did not react against a
markedly modernist regime, like Bourguiba's in Tunisia, and
thus did not re-introduce Islam as the principal guidingforce
in Libya. The coup was, however, partlya reaction against
the "laxity" of Sufism, and Kadhafi's political orientation
was radically new, not least his Eastern-oriented foreign
policy. The new strongly nationalistic regime reacted against
the Western-oriented foreign policies of King Idris' regime,
and a rapprochement to the Soviet Union was initiated, despite the lack of ideological conformity.
In certain respects the attachment to Islam has been strengthened. Yet a few of the new laws weaken the attachment to the
sharia. This was the case, for example, with the new law of
marriage and divorce of 1972, although the changes were only
of minor significance, such as fixing minimum ages for marriage,
16 for females and 18 for males (A. Mayer 1978:31). A. Mayer
(ibid.:47) even holds that in several respects this law
favoured the husbands more than did the traditional Maliki law.
In the eyes of many Western observers, Kadhafi is fanatically
religious. Certainly, one might say that he combines socialism

with "Koranic fundamentalism". However, the fact that

he disregards the Sunna and accepts the sharia only in so
far as it is based on the Koran has natural ly led to criticism from the ulama. Instead of the traditional Maliki rite,
Kadhafi regards his own Green Book as the solution to the contemporary political and socio-economic problems. While rejecting the views of the critical ulama, he thus follows
his own (unorthodox) interpretation of Islam.
9 ff.,
ist

(A. Mayer 1981:

15 f.). As a result, there is certainly a fundamental-

opposition in Libya. There have been reports about some

student and mosque protests, sabotage actions and even assassination attempts (Challenge 1981:10). It is, however, difficult to assess the strength of this fundamentalist opposition.
In Africa, Khadhafi has used military aid, economic pressure
and culturai presence in order to advance his interests. He
has supported all manner of liberation movements, anti-monarchical

forces in Morocco, subversive Muslim group s in Egypt

and the Sudan and so forth. Around the globe he has tirelessly
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worked for his conception of Islam and against Israel.
Islamic centres have been set up in Gabon, Niger, Nigeria,
Togo, Rwanda and Uganda, where Idi Amin was a strong ally.
Largely because of Libyan pressure some African politicians
have converted to Islam, the most well-known among these
being President Bongo of Gabon in 1973 and President Bokassa
of the Central African Republic in 1976.

(Pipes 1980:29 ff.l.

At the beginningof the seventies Tunisia began to move away
from its type of Islamic socialism (Rudebeck 1972:24). For
example, the official newspaper al-Amal began to write editorials and articles including news on Islamic topics, emphasizing, among other things, the Islamic origins of
Bourguiba's thought (Hanna 1972:231 ff.). The ruling elite
started to invoke religious symbolism to buttress its rule
and discontinued the attacks against the Ramadan fast and
other Islamic institutions (Entelis 1974:560). This was an
attempt to adjust to the increasing opposition against the
liberalization and the tolerance in religious practice which
Bourguiba had always favoured.
The Islamic advance in Tunisia has been described in a seriesoi articles by Belhassen (1979). There has been a rise
in the sale of books, especially by authors affiliated with
the Muslim Brotherhood, records and cassettes devoted to
Islamic themes. Islamic study group s have been formed and a
number of charismatic religious leaders have emerged. The
fundamentalist Muslims are much influenced by the Muslim
Brothers, and they strongly reject communism as weIl as capitalism. Their opposition is also directed against the Sufi
fraternities. The purification and restoration of Islam is
the proclaimed goal. As noted in the Introduction, the fundamentalists do accept the principle of idjtihad. In their
eyes, however, Bourguiba' s re-interpretations have been much
too liberal or modernist. French, the language of the former
colonialists, is rejected, and there has been an increasing
segregation of men and women. The leaders of the Movement
for the Revival of Islam say that the roots of the movement
are in "the crisis of 1969", when the demise of socialism
gave an opening to their fundamentalist alternative. The
ruling elite has reacted by way of imprisoning and persecuting the critics as weIl as by banning some magazines and
newspapers. The fundamentalist movement is diverse, however,
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and can hardly be considered a real threat to the government.

(Tessler 1980: 12 f., Islamic Movement 1981: 1 O) .

As pointed out in the previous chapter, there were conflicts
between socialism and religious leaders in Algeria

under

Ben Bella, but these diminished or disappeared under Boumedienne, who was strongly supported by religious leaders
against Ben Bella. Under Boumedienne, socialism and Islam
seemed to live more easily tagether. His rule facilitated
the renewed interest in Islam which was manifested in, for
example, the building of mosques and the learning of Arabic.
Boumedienne had always been a practising Muslim, oriented
towards the Arab-Islamic world rather than towards Africa.
Influenced by reformism, he rejected the Sufi sheikhs, whom
he regarded as charlatans, but also the militant fundamentalist

Muslims, whom he described as retrograde or reactionary.

(Sanson 1979:57, 62 f.). Compared to Bourguiba, however,
his social reformism was less radical, and this is probably
one of the reasans why the fundamentalist movement has been
weaker in Algeria than in Tunisia.
Few official texts in the Arab world have appealed more vigorously

to Islam than did the Algerian "Charte Nationale" of

1976 (Rondot

1976:35). According to the constitution, the

President of Algeria has to be a Muslim. In addition, the
state has pledged to observe a number of Islamic principles.
Yet the sharia is not regarded as the only source of legislation, and religious leaders are clearly subordinated to the
political elite.

(MeradI981:4 f.). Consequently, the funda-

mentalists cannot be satisfied with the present situation.
In camparison to the socialist Algeria and especially Tunisia,
the non-socialist Morocco has been less secular (McKay 1965:
178). There has been an almost theocratic stamp, and the
caliphal title of Commander of the Faithful has been used by
the King (Brown 1966:113, Cuoq 1971:573 f.). The family of
King Hassan claims to be the descendants of a branch of the
prophet's

family, and in his struggle for the annexation of

Western Sahara the King has been able to nurse support from
many ulama (Leveau 1981:15).
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On the other hand, French cul ture has had a considerable
effect on Moroccan urban society, and reformists have pressed for a reduction of the authority of the King. Until his
death in 1974, Allal al-Fassi, with a moderate ly socialist
interpretation of Islam, was the strongest opponent to the
monarchy.

(Abdelsayed 1976:45). He opposed Hassan II be-

cause he thought that the political independence was not
followed by economic liberation. Istiqlal, the political
party of which he was a leading member, criticized the l'Iesternizing

tendencies of the King. al-Fas si fought for an Isla-

mic soc ial order based on the shar ia, but he ,.,as opposed to
the political authority and predominance of religious leaders.

(Jansen 1979:157, 165, 177 f.).

The Muslim Brothers have a clandestine role in Morocco, so
it is difficult to assess their strength (ibid.:197).

How-

ever, they have worked intensively at schools and universities

(Gharbi 1979:13). It seems that many young Muslims have

been attracted by the fundamentalist wave (Lambert 1978:60 f.)
The l'Iesternized tendencies in the elite strata have led to
opposition. 2 The Muslim Brothers condemn the Western lifestyle as weil as the social injustices, the corruption, etc.
The authorities have decisively tried to combat this opposition

(Selhami 1979-1980:36 f.).

In Mauritania, the development of the seventies has partly
been characterized by Arabization and reforms to bring the
legislation into accordance with the sharia. As a result of
the Arabization process the re are increasing tensions between the northern and the southern parts of the country.
The mainly non-Arabic speaking black sedentary farmers in
the south have resisted the plan to make Arabic the compulsory first language in all schoois.
In 1972 the ruling party declared that it wished to strengthen

the position of Islam (Cuoq 1975:109), and in 1978 a

commission was appointed to revise existing legislation in
line with the sharia. It was said that the Koran was to be
the basis of all future legisiation. Islamic penalties, such
as the amputation of hands on thieves, have been re-introduced
(Mirel 1980-1981: 119). In September 1980 one convict was
killed and three had their hands amputated (Charia 1980:15 f.).
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This attachment to Islamic criminal law is remarkable. Despite the fundamentalist advance in the Muslim world, Koranic
penalties such as the amputation of hands are seldom implemented. It appears that the changes in Mauritania must partly be seen in the light of the problem of Western Sahara.
When the Mauritanian rulers and King Hassan of Morocco fought
for this territory, they wanted to demonstrate that they
were "better Muslims" than the supporters of Polisario who
aimed at independence. Both Mauritania and Morocco made use
of Islam as a weapon in the struggle against Polisario, which
was supported by radical states like socialist Algeria.
Somalia's break with the Soviet Union in 1977 received a tumultuouspublic welcome. The Russians were apparently never popular in Somalia, although the new Soviet support of Ethiopia
obviously increased the antagonism.

(Bergman and Andersson

1979:64; Lewis 1980a:236). The loss of the Soviet and Cuban
assistance was compensated by a great deal of aid from Arab
states, especially from Saudi Arabia. Barre launched a number of liberalization measures to increase Somalia's appeal
in the West and his own popularity at home. In speeches af ter
1977 he has repeatedly appealed to the Arab state s for help.3
The call for Arab solidarity (Ahmed 1978) has been made against
the background of the great problem of Ogaden. Although some
Arab states, mainly those which maintain strong ties to the
Soviet Union, have expressed reservations, Somalia has received much Arab assistance, and international Islamic organs
have expressed support for Somalia in the conflict with Ethio-

. 4
p1a.
Obviously, Islam has been one of the factors involved in the
Ogaden conflict. In comparison to Eritrea, Ogaden

is more

homogeneously Muslim. In Eritrea, Islam has not been strong
enough to form the basis of Eritrean nationalism (NouailleDegorge 1975:73). It is interesting to note, however, that ELF
has been Muslim-dominated, whereas the more radical, Marxistoriented EPLF is predominant in the highlands, where Orthodox
Christianity is much stronger than Islam. ELF's ideas af Arab
socialism and Islamic-Arab orientation did not appeal to a
vast body of Christian Eritreans.

(Bhardway 1979:19 ff.).
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Somalia's radical change in foreign policies has not been
followed by similar radical ch ange of domestic policies.
Socialism has not been abandoned, and despite the frequent
talk about Arabization and Islam the much criticized family
law reforms of 1975, for instance, have not been changed.
Islam continues to be the State religion, but the new constitution of 1980 does not stipulate that Islamie law shall
5
be the principal source of legislation.
Fundamentalist
Muslims are thus by no means satisfied with the present situation.
2. Predominantly Muslim Countries
In the seventies the Nimeiri regime in the Sudan became increasingly Islam-oriented. The military ties with the Soviet
Union were broken, and the regime turned instead to the West.
The economic support from Saudi Arabia, Abu Dhabi, Kuwait and
other Arab countries became increasingly significant. By abandoning the socialist emphasis at the beginning of the seventies the ruling elite paved the way for more private ini tiative and foreign investment in the Sudanese economy.
In the Sudan, the Islamie advance has led to concrete political changes. The constitution of 1973 states that Islamie law
and custom shall be the main source of legislation. Af ter having abandoned his radically socialist orientation at the beginning of the seventies, Nimeiri's speeches increasingly included Koranic references or sayings attributed to the Prophet.
Good relations with Saudi Arabia and Egypt became a top priority

in foreign policy. This re-orientation paved the way for

a reconciliation vlitl1 we N1sar and the Huslim Brotherhood, both
of which are, of course, staunchly anti-communist. Following
the 1977 decision to appoint a committee for revising Sudanese laws to conform with Islamie teaching, the President
banned from public office any person who too k alcoholic drinks.
(Samra, Abiem and el Rayah

1979:13). Naturally, the appoint-

ment of the committee caused concern among Christians in the
6
south and others who feared the Islamization policies.
Similarly, the appointment of Hassan el Turabi, a prominent leader
of the Muslim Brothers, as Attorney-General caused concern.
Turabi emphasized, hm'lever, that Islamie law would not be forced upon non-Huslim citizens (Equal 1980:12 ff.).7
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Of even greater importance was the 1977 reconciliation between
Nimeiri and Sadiq el Mahdi, the previously-exiled leader of
the Ansar. It seems that Sadiq has cooperated closely

with

Turabi, despi te the former' s poli tically more leftist orientation and close contacts with Libya

(Lycett 1978:5). Sadiq's

return partly influenced Nimeiri's foreign policy, especially
the improvement of relations with Libya (although they soon
deteriorated) , Ethiopia and the Soviet Union. In Sadiq's interpretation, Islam is a "progressive" religion.
The coup of 1974, which brought Kountche to power in Niger,
was not primarily ideologically based but rather areaction
against the purportedly corrupt nature of the previous regime
and Libyan pressure on Diori. Kountche is firmly anti-Libyan
and more strongly pro-French than his predecessor. The Kountche
regime has not been willing to concede to Libyan pressure and
abandon the ide a of the secular state. In an attempt to please
the religious opposition, however, the politicians have become
increasingly eager to participate in Islamic ceremonies.
(Meyer 1980:37).
Like Niger, Mali does not appear to have experienced any drastic

changes of policies. The Malian regime continues to have

good relations with radical Arab states, like Algeria, and PLO.
On the other hand, it receives financial aid from more conservative countries like Kuwait and Abu Dhabi, and there has been
a certain relaxation of the socialist orientation of the industriai sector. Also, there have been reports about an incipient

Islamic opposition.

(Ibid.).

In Senegal, the new President, Abdou Diouf, has insisted on the
virtues of Islam and the amicable relations between Africans
and Arabs (Selhami 1981:19). All the political parties make
use of religion for political purposes. Even the Marxists no
longer call the marabouts feudal elements or counter-revolutionaries.

(Diop 1980: 108). Diouf has counteracted Libyan radi-

cal influences and strengthened relations with more conservative Arab states, especially Saudi Arabia. A few years aga a
new journal, Allahou Akbar, appeared, promoting fundamentalist

views. The first issue of it treated the theme "Pour ou

contre la Republique Islamique au Senegal'?"

(Dahmani 1979:20;
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Pipes 1980:35). Several Muslims have called for the establishment of an

Islamic state in Senegal (Testing 1981 :7). Ob-

viously, this has caused some concern among the minority of
Christians.
The renaissance of Islam in Senegal is largely due to a successful Mouride proselytism (Copans 1980:240). As indicated above,
however, there is also a fundamentalist movement which is opposed to Sufism. There are several organizations, such as the
"Union Culturelie Musulmane" and the "Union pour le Progres
Islamique", which aim at purifying Islam. Among other things,
they work for the development of the Arabic language and the
creation of Islamic schoois.

(Ibid.:253).

In Guinea, as in most other black African countries, there
seem to be less obvious signs of an Islamic advance in the political

field. Yet it may be asked whether Tour!'s rapprochement

with France and the former arch-enemies Senegal and the Ivory
Coast at the end of the seventies has something to do with Islam.
Consistently, Guinea's relations with the Soviet Union have become less intimate.
In comparison to most other black Muslims, the Muslims of northern Nigeria are probably more receptive to the Islamic political
advance. As pointed out in the previous chapter, this country
has not been deeply affected by socialism or reformist Islam.
In northern Nigeria the sharia has been implemented to a much
greater extent than in most other parts of Africa (Cuoq 1975:
270). In December 1980 serious disturbances occurred in Kano
when

~l.

Manla' s supporters started to purge the city of dissi-

dents and finally clashed with federal army units. Marwa's movement was fundamentalist and possibly backed by Libya.

(Violence

1981).8 The announcement of a Libya-Chad merger shortly af ter
the violent clashes in Nigeria was described by the Shagari
regime as unfortunate and premature (Iroh 1981:48).
3. Principle Characteristics of Fundamentalist Islam
In terms of foreign policies, Islamic fundamentalism apparently
does not differ much from Islamic and African socialism, although the ideal of Islamic solidarity has been strengthened.
Like the Muslim socialists, the fundamentalists adhere to the
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principle of non-alignment. Nor are there any striking
differences in terms of economic policies. It is rather in
the field of criminal legislation and social policies that
significant differences appear.
Like Islamic and African socialism, fundamentalist Islam is
regarded as amiddle course, a third option, fundamental ly
different from the political systems of the West and the East.
Islam re in force s this difference. The Islamic revival gives
strength to the efforts of cooperation between Islamic countries, manifested not least in the various international
Islamic organizations, such as the Islamic Conference, which
of ten have their centre in Saudi Arabia.
Obviously, it would be simplistic to interpret the Islamic
revival in (Western) terms of capitaIism versus socialism, or
right versus left. As mentioned earlier, the fundamentalists
themselves of ten criticize the use of such Western labels in
Islamic con texts and strongly emphasize that Islam differs
from both capitaIism and socialism. Politicallyor economically, fundamentalist Islam can represent a radicalization as
weIl as the opposite, dependlng on the situation in which it
is being championed. For example, the fundamentalist criticism of the Moroccan Kingdom comes "from the left", whereas
in Somalia Islam may be regarded as a "retrograde" alternative.
For the socialists, the word socialism was the alternative to
capitaIism, i.e., the system represented by the Western imperialist powers. Today the fundamentalist Muslims regard the
Soviet Union to be as imperialist as the Western powers, especially the Uni ted States, and the term socialism, which is easily confused with communism or Marxism, is therefore no longer
such a positive concept. However, in their support for a mixed
economy the fundamentalists differ only marginal ly from the
Muslim socialists. Considerable state influence in the economy
is regarded as desirable, and large-scale capitaIism is rejected, although private property and petty capitaIism is accepted. As shown in the preceding chapter, there are certain restraints within Islam that tend to hinder the development of
large-scale capitaIism and sharp class distinctions. Many fundamentalists look upon "the Scandinavian model" as similar to
the economic system that they designate Islamic.
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In his study of militant Islamic groups in Egypt, Ibrahim (1980:
433) reached a similar conclusion: "What the militants are calling for in the socioeconomic organization of Muslim society may
come very close to a variety of moderate

socialism (similar,

say, to that of the British Labor Party or even to Nasser's
socialism), but any suggestion to that effect invariably produced outraged response. Islam is not to be linked to any manmade doctrine or philosophy. It would be more acceptable to them
if we were to say that British socialism resembled Islam."
The fundamentalists argue that if the Koranic rules of inheritance are consistently applied, a pure ly capitaiist system cannot arise (Hjärpe 1980:56 f.). In a society with an Islamic economy

there should not be very rich nor very poor. If the state

compels everybody to pay the alms, if interest is outlawed and
so on, economic equality can be achieved in an Islamic way.
(Jansen 1979:180).
In comparison to the socialists, the fundamentalists have a
different concept of religion. Their idea that all policies must
be authentically Islamic and not merely based on or inspired by
Islam is abasic difference. As a consequence, all secular ideas
are rejected. One of the most controversial fundamentalist-supported changes is the re-introduction of Koranic penal ties such
as the amputation of hands on thieves, public flogging and even
death penalty for fornication, i.e., all extra-marital sexual
relations (Hjärpe 1980:46 ff.).
With regard to family law, the fundamentalists also differ clearly
from most socialists. Matters of marriage,

divorce, etc., are

very central in Islamic legislatian, and the fundamentalists
strongly criticize the modernist reforms of socialist countries.
Indeed, to many Western observers, fundamentalist Islam is socially "reactionary". It is interesting to note that in North Africa
the Islamic revival has been particularly conspicuous in Tunisia,
where social reforms have also been the most radical.
4. Discussion
Certainly, the idea of creating Islamic states with the sharia
as the basis of legislation is not a new phenomenon. It is as old
as Islam itself, an entity to which religion and politics are
but two sides of the same cain. In colonial and early post-colo-
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nial times, however, modernist and secularist ideas gained a firm
hold on many Muslims. As shown in the preceding chapter, socialism grew strong in Muslim-dominated parts of Africa during the
sixties. Af ter that, in the seventies, a fundamentalist opposition, which was opposed to all kinds of "foreign -isms", be
they socialism, capitaiism or any other, increasingly gained
strength in Africa as weIl as in other parts of the Muslim world.
How can this Islamic advance be explained? Of course, any firm
conclusions about the current Islamic revival are premature. In
the following I will discuss some possible reasons. Also, I will
pay special attention to the clear differences between the Islamic countries in the north and the predominantly Muslim countries
of black Africa.
Some Possible Reasons for the Move towards Islam
As indicated above, socialism comprised a rejection of the colonial economic practices. To oppose the economic system of the
colonialists was to oppose capitaiism. As stressed by Abun-Nasr
(1979;117 f.), however, the primary spokesmen of Islamic and
African socialism have not been revolutionaries striving to
achieve political power. Usually they have been heads of state
who have developed their ideas into coherent systems af ter having achieved power. Their socialism is therefore an instrument of
maintaining

power. In a sense, it legitimized the power of the

certain clas ses of factions, but the whole of their societies,
which thus remained "united and classiess" under their leadership.
Socialism was installed from the top down in the aftermath of the
struggle against colonialism or as a result of military assumption of power. It provided a convenient ideology to bring important sectors of the economy under state control, supposedly on behalf of the whole population. Initially, the unity that was achieved during the struggle for independence could lend support for
the ideal of having mass socialist parties. Gradually, however,
conflicting interests came to the fore. Some of these we re represented in informed linkages within the ruling parties, but
there were also examples of illegal opposition. Hence it became
increasingly difficult to uphold the ideal of economic growth
based on popular support, and socialism more and more became based
on interna l repression, foreign capital

~nd

aid. By and large it

became a bureaucratic rule in the service of newelites, without
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a firm basis either in the working class or among the masses
of peasants.
Given this development of socialism it is hardly surprising
that the fundamentalist critics were able to obtain increasingly
strong popular support. Their message was understood by and appealed to ordinary people. The failure of Nasserism in Egypt was
probably particularly important for the development of fundamentalist Islam in Africa. Also, it is likely that the Arabs'
crushing defeat in the 1967 Middle East war weakened confidence
in the socialist path of Egypt (and Syria)

(Tessler 1980:16).

Fundamentalist Islam is not, however, only areaction against
the failure of socialist regimes. As seen above, it is important
also in non-socialist countries such as Morocco and Mauritania.
The Islamic revival is noticeable to some extent all over the
Muslim world. Hence there are other reasons too.
The fundamentalist movement is partly areaction against the
materialism of the East and the West. In the eyes of Muslim fundamentalists, many of the social and economic problems of the
industrialized world have been caused by the process of secularization. Capitaiism and communism are frequently regarded as
little more than devilish systems. Some fundamentalists argue
that Western capitaiists as weIl as Eastern communists commit
the sin of polytheism, which is the worst of all sins since man
is put in the place of God who becomes redundant. It is argued
that only an acceptance of a complete submission under God and
His law can solve the great problems of the modern world. In
other words, the will of God, as manifested in the sharia, has
to replace the will of man. In comparison to socialism, fundamentalism thus manifests a deepened reaction against all foreign
influences.
Islam's linking of religion to politics is weIl in accordance with
African traditions, to which the

\~estern

and Eastern separation

of "church and state" is unfamiliar. To be sure, the civil religions of pluralist black African countries, within which the "theocratic traditions survive, are ecumenical in a wide sense and not
exclusive like fundamentalist Islam. Neverthelesss, they do manifest the idea of linking religion to politics.
In Jansen's interpretation (1979:36, 45), the fact that Islam is
the youngest of the world religions, representing the "final
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truth", as well as a religion of the so-called Third World, is
important in its current success. It can be added that today
especially the Arab Muslims have the financial means needed for
propagation of Islam on a large scale. At a time when Western
Chrtstian mission churches aim at reducing their involvement in
Africa, and African church leaders talk about self-reliance, the
Arab Muslims are instead increasing their missionary efforts in
various ways. Whereas Christianity becomes more "African" and
less "Western", Islam in black Africa tends to become more "Arab".
The oil boom of the seventies is perhaps the most important reason for the advance of Islam as a political factor.
Pipes (1980:18 ff.)

argues that it caused an increase in Islamic

political movements, improved the worldly standing of Muslims
and changed their attitudes to Islam. He maintains that the psychological importance of the oil boom cannot be overestimated. The
overwhelming majority of the OPEC countries are Muslim, and many
Muslims interpret the oil as God's favour, an escape from poverty and Western domination. Saudi Arabia is not only the richest
Muslim country but also vehemently Islamic. The Kingdom symbolizes Islam in power, although it has been criticized by fundamentalist groups, partly because of its economic polici"es.

Problems of Fundamentalism inPredominantly Muslim Countries
The contacts between Arab countries and black African countries
have increased gradually.9 Arab interventions take place in
different domains: political, economical, cultural and even military (Nicolas 1980). The Arab-Israeli conflict has been a main
reason for the increasing Arab interest in black African countries (Nicolas 1979:10G). The oil-rich Arab countries have become
more and more influential in black Africa. Especially the amount
of financial aid from Saudi-Arabia is enormous, and recipient
countries are doing much to please their benefactors (Pipes 1980:
27 f.).

In addition to the unilateral aid given to African coun-

tries by Arab states, there are several multilateral institutions
such as the Arab Bank for the Economic Development of Africa as
well as special funds for aid to African countries.
1977) .

(Apports
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The Arab aid to black Africa has clearly favoured countries with
a predominantly Muslim population. Yet there are many Muslims
even in these countries who are dissatisfied with the amount of
aid given by the Arab countries (Kaba 1976b:420 f.). In certain
regions the memories of Arab slavery tempers the enthusiasm for
the wealthy

donors (de Benoist 1980b:34). Furthermore, there is

some disappointment because much of the Arab financial assistance
has supported "purely religious" undertakings, such as the building

of mosques and Islamic centres, rather than economic devel-

opment.

These are some of the reasons why there has not so far

been any far-reaching success of fundamentalist Islam in black
Africa.
Another reason is the threat that fundamentalism poses against
the purportedly secular process of nation-building. Muslims who
champion the idea of Islamic states with the sharia as the source
of national legislation turn against the secular basis of the
ruling elites. Many black African politicians

obviously fe ar

religion as a divisive force, and the mounting tensions between
Muslims and Christians in, for example, Egypt are cause of cancern. As mentioned above, the existence of

civil

religions is

partly due to African traditions, but it is also an attempt to
thwart the divisive political influence of religion, Islam in
particular.
The fear of an increasing Islamic influence is weIl illustrated
by the governmental attempts to reduce the number of pilgrims to
Mecca. The pilgrimage has become a kind of Islamic world parliament. Leading Muslim politicians from all over the Muslim world
meet in Mecca and exert influence on the pilgrims gathered there.
As in Senegal and Tanzania (Behrman 1970:123; Westeriund ms.),
governmental restrictions are of ten economically motivated. It is
obvious, however, that the ruling elites also want to obstruct
the political influence of distrusted pan-Islamic movements, which
pose threats to their (officially purely) secular legitimation.
As described above, the reformist movement in North Africa weakenedthe Sufi fraternities. Perhaps doing so has, in the long run,
also paved the way for the increasing influence of fundamentalist
Islam. In black Africa, however, the strength of the fraternities
and their particularistic

character has apparently hinder ed the

development of fundamentalist Islam. It seems that the African
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leadership and masses within the fraternities could of ten accept
a "local" type of socialism, as in Senegal and Tanzania, but
they are evidently not favourably disposed to fundamentalist
Islam. To many black Muslims, as indicated above, orthodox or
fundamentalist Islam is connected with Arab domination.
As pointed out by O'Brien, Islam in Sufi fraternity form provided black Africa with its own black leadership, thus "escaping
the wounding arrogance of Arab domination". O'Brien argues that
the fraternity leaders "remain flexible enough to continue to
command black Africa's characteristic form of Islam for the foreseeable future".

(O'Brien 1979:98 f.). Several arguments seem to

support such a prediction. Yet it is likely that the influence
of the Sufi sheikhs will become somewhat weakened. In addition
to the pressure from fundamentalist groups and oil-rich Arab states, the process of urbanization normal ly tends to lessen the influence of Sufism. In the rural parts of black Africa the Muslims
of ten have no choice but to follow the leadership of the Sufi
leaders, but in the urban areas the ulama exert their more orthodox influence, which increases the receptiv ity of African Muslims
to fundamentalist Islam. It is, of course, difficult to estimate
the effects of urbanization. Yet it is certainly a factor that
should be considered in a discussion of the fundamentalist advance.
Even though the fraternities may be hindrances to the development
of fundamentalist Islam, it does not necessarily imply that the y
do not criticize
ly

the ruling socialist elites. In the predominant-

Muslim countries, as in the Islamic countries, there seems to

be an increasing popular discontent with the growing state bureaucracies of the nature of socialism. The Mourides in Senegal may
exemplify this ch ange of attitudes.
In recent years the Mouride marabouts have become increasingly
critical of the ruling elite. This must be understood in the light
of the expansion of the state bureaucracy. As pointed out by
O'Brien (1979b:218 f.), the state has taken upon itself an increasingly

firm monopoly role in the management of peanut production

and the absorption of peanut profits. There is now a tentacular
grip of state co-operatives on peanut production. As a consequence, a clearer antagonism of material interest between state managers and peasant producers has emerged,
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Mbacke, the Mouride khalif, has strongly criticized the government on several occasions, and there has been a tendency to
allocate more land to subsistence farming in a "revolt against
the peanut". The marabouts have shown the strength of a threat
to drain an ultimate source for the salaries of the ruling bureaucracy. O'Brien argues that, in defending peasant interests
against governmental economic hegemony, the Mouride fraternity
may perhaps assert a claim to recognition as Africa's first autonanouspeasant trade union.

(Ibid.:222 ff.; cf. Copans 1980:256)

He admits, however, that the case for the cadres of Touba (the
"capital" of the Mourides) as the vanguard element of an agrarian proletariat can be overstated. The

mar~bouts

do not only de-

pend on the peasants. They also receive "gifts" from the ruling
elite and are apparent ly unable to overthrow the government.
(O'Brien 1979b:224)
5. Conclusions
It has been argued in this chapter that the partiaI implementation of fundamentalist Islam does not mean any revolutionary
change in comparison to Islamic and African socialism. It means,
however, an increasing attachment to the sharia and a strengthening

of the concept of the Third Way. Whereas Islamic socialism

is based on Islam, and African socialism compatible with and partly

inspired by Islam, the political system championed by the

fundamentalist Muslims is to be equated with Islam in all respects.
For the time being the answer to the question "From Socialism
to Islam" must be "no"

(or "not yet") , since no clearly fundamen-

talist regime has been established in Africa. Yet it seems justified to speak of a "move towards Islam". In the Islamic countries,
the fundamentalists have been able to pressure and influence the
policies of the ruling elites "from within", and there have been
several concrete changes of policies. With the exception of the
Sudan, which has a partly Arab population, the changes in the predominantly Muslim countries of black Africa (as weIl as in the
Islamic but non-Arab Somalia) are clearly less remarkable. In
these countries several factors militate against the development
or success of fundamentalist Islam.
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Notes
1.

See, e.g., Abu-Lughod (1966) and Molla (1968).

2.

On the issue of Islam and family planning in Morocco, see
Bowen (1 980) .

3.

See, e.g., Message (1979).

4.

E.g., in 1980 the Islamic Conference decided to support and
strengthen Somalia morally, politically and materially to
enable it to withstand foreign "aggression" (I.C.O. Calls
1980). See also Islamic (1980).

5.

On law reforms and Islam in Somalia, see Dilger (1979).

6.

See, e.g., el Naiem (1977)

7.

Af ter returning from the Islamic Conference held in February
1971, Turabi very optimistically repor ted on the programmes
discussed there (Turabi 1981:18 f.).

and Nimir (1977).

8.

For some more details, see the various reports in Daily Times,
December 1980. See also Lubeck (ms.).

9.

For valuable information on this issue, see the quarterly
publication Relations Arabo-Africaines et Islam au Sud du
Sahara, published by the Centre d'Etudes sur les Relations
entre le Monde Arabe et l'Afrique in Paris.
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